Convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) are the actual standard for image recognizement and classification. On the present work we develop a Computer Aided-Diagnosis (CAD) system using ConvNets to classify a x-rays chest images dataset in two groups: Normal and Pneumonia. The study uses ConvNets models available on the PyTorch platform: AlexNet, SqueezeNet, ResNet and Inception. We initially use three training styles: complete from scratch using random initialization, using a pre-trained ImageNet model training only the last layer adapted to our problem (transfer learning) and a pre-trained model modified training all the classifying layers of the model (fine tuning). The last strategy of training used is with data augmentation techniques that avoid over fitting problems on ConvNets yielding the better results on this study.
Introduction
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) methods started on the 60's [1] but without great success on that time. Large scale CAD usage arrived in the 80's with the new approach of not replacing the medical professional but only assist in their diagnosis [2] .
Recent growth of computational capacity allowed convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) applications on recognizement and detection of images to expand [3] , this is true specially after the introduction of AlexNet in 2012 [4] . This growth also applies for CAD systems using ConvNets to classify patients.
Normally ConvNets can be subdivided in two networks. One network that extract features from the image, processing attributes like edges in a variety of orientations (e.g. horizontal or vertical ones) to form * PhD Student at Department of Physics, FFCLRP, University of São Paulo -Ribeirão Preto/SP larger attributes of the images like the presence of square or rounded objects in it. The second network is the classifier that receives the features or attributes processed on the first layer and use all this information to classify the image in classes (i.e. groups of similar images). The process of training the network in extracting the features and classifying is a timeconsuming one and demand a large dataset to get good features extracted instead of not so good ones.
To understand the problem of training those networks better the dataset for the ImageNet [5] competition have 1.000.000 images and even with this large dataset some networks seem to work better than others, even the same network can outperform itself due to a better training. In order to avoid this training problem two important techniques have emerged in reusing ConvNets for classification of small datasets:
Transfer Learning is the method of using a network well trained on a similar task by copying its parameters and weights to the adapted net-work on the current task. Commonly we use the trained network only changing its final classifying layer or layers to solve the current task (e.g. removing the last layer outputting the 1.000 classes on ImageNet problem and adding one layer that outputs just 2 classes for our current problem). We can also handle this method by just adding an extra layer that will receive the original output and convert it to the current problem classes.
Data augmentation is one of the techniques used on AlexNet [4] to improve its training and consist on geometric transformations that generates new training images from the original ones. Examples of those transformation can be doing an horizontal flip of the original images or just cropping and resizing it.
On the current task we will build a CAD system to classify x-rays chest images in two groups: Normal and Pneumonia, using ConvNets and comparing the performance using four different strategies:
Scratch Networks initialized from scratch with random parameters, with no prior training.
Transfer Learning Networks initialized with parameters copied from a network trained for ImageNet, replacing the final layers with new random initialized layers and only training those final layers.
Fine Tuning Networks also initialized with parameters copied from ImageNet trained ones and with the final layer replaced but now training the classifier or even the entire network.
Data Augmentation Networks trained with the same strategy as Fine Tuning but now with an augmented dataset, as explained later on.
Methodology
We used the PyTorch 1 platform for all our neural network code since it replaced and also uses the code 1 https://pytorch.org/ for the Caffe2 platform that was used by many other papers in this field.
The dataset used for our study can be found on [6] and was also used for an study in [7] . Some numbers on this dataset are on We will use the ConvNets listed on Table 2 noting that in the initial phase of our study only some networks were used to minimize time spent on training.
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The original dataset was unbalanced and for better usage we eliminated exceeding images from the Pneumonia class since it had the greater number. This was a random process made to have an 1:1 ratio between both Training and Test sets.
For the optimizer choice to train the network we made some simple tests with all the choices from PyTorch that had a simple and exchangeable operation on our code. The results can be seen on Fig. 1 . Overall results are very similar on the long term and with exception of SGD we used the default parameters on the platform. We choose to use the Adam optimizer on the other tests since it showed the fastest convergence with higher accuracy and lower loss on the training set.
Here is the full list of optimizers tested: a) ADADELTA For the transfer learning strategy we made some tests using the many methods seem on other studies, all on the AlexNet model:
• Adding an extra layer with 2 neurons connected to the 1.000 outputs of the original last layer, training only this extra layer.
• Changing the final layer of the original network so it only have 2 neurons getting in this way only 2 output classes, training only this final layer • Change the entire AlexNet classifier network, diminishing the number of neurons on the hidden layers to analyse the impact on performance.
And for the fine tuning strategy:
• Changing the final layer on the original network to only have 2 output neurons but now training the entire classifier network.
In the data augmentation strategy we also used the fine tuning strategy by changing the final layer to get 2 output classes but now doing the data augmentation with the following methods from the PyTorch class torchvision.transforms 4 :
transforms.RandomResizedCrop() this method generates a new image by resizing and cropping the original image to the network input image size, using a random resize scale.
transforms.RandomHorizontalFlip() this method will randomly do the horizontal flip on the image
Results
Using the ResNet18 network from scratch we got a maximum validation accuracy of 86.38% (Fig. 2) . As the epoch grows the training accuracy got to 100% with its loss getting as low as 0.00034 but without any reflex on the validation accuracy and a considerable growth in the validation loss. This is a possible evidence of over fitting where the network has adjusted too much to the training set using attributes irrelevant to our classification problem since it didn't help the validation accuracy to increase. Similar results occurred with other networks used in the same strategy.
Using the AlexNet network with the transfer learning strategy the accuracy gets a little better than the previous strategy but not all the tests made could reduce the training loss. This shows a limitation on the capacity of a single layer to classify our problem. Only with fine tuning when we trained all the classifier network of the AlexNet network we could eliminate the training loss, but in this case we could also see some over fitting on the validation loss. The general validation accuracy of the three approaches to transfer learning where similar as can be seen on Fig. 3 .
The best results in accuracy came from the transfer learning technique with data augmentation, as can be seen on Fig. 4 . The data augmentation technique reduced the over fitting effect on the validation loss and also did not allowed the network to come close to an 100% training accuracy or simply minimized the training loss. This can be credited to the data augmentation not allowing the network to adjust itself to the training set since it's now been changing by data augmentation on every iteration. The best results in terms of accuracy come from the ResNet18 (96.37%) and the Inception (95.51%). 5 shows the confusion matrices of different strategies used in this study, we can perceive a high number of false positives in networks without data augmentation (top matrices) even with a high number of hits in the Pneumonia class. When we use the data augmentation technique the false positive and false negative numbers dropped down (bottom matrices) with a high accuracy of both training and validation sets.
Fig . 6 shows the ROC curves for the networks that explain better the selectivity of the classifiers. The confusion matrices shows that networks without data augmentation had a better accuracy on the Pneumonia class than the ones with data augmentation but now on the ROC curves we can see that this is not really the case. The data augmentation provided a better separation of the two classes making a more robust classifier reflecting on the ROC curves getting near 
Conclusions
It is possible and realistic to create a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system using ConvNets even with little computational resources for network training and a small dataset. In the better accuracy cases showed we only needed a few hours to complete the network training and some acceptable results even emerged on the first epochs of training.
To get a reliable CAD system it is convenient to rely on data augmentation techniques to avoid the over fitting problem of ConvNets. In the cases of large datasets maybe this may not be necessary but considering our Figure 5 : Confusion matrices -NOR stands for Normal, PNE for Pneumonia and (pre) means predicted current dataset of 2, 682 images data augmentation was necessary to get reliable results. One can even argument that the current dataset is not small since in the ImageNet case each class had 1, 000 images and they also used data augmentation techniques to improve the results in [4] . 
